Arroyo Grande
Soto Sports Complex
Field Map
1275 Ash St.
Arroyo Grande, CA
93420
NOT ALL STREETS SHOWN

Field Details
Campbell Field (1)
- Lights Available
- Dimensions: LF 550' CF 290' RF 285'
Pilg Field (2)
- Lights Available
- Dimensions: LF 270' CF 285' RF 550'
Ikeda Field (3)
- Lights Available
- Dimensions: LF 545' CF 345' RF 245'
Volunteer Field (4)
- Lights Available
- Dimensions: LF 565' CF 345' RF 245'
Santos Field (5)
- Dimensions: LF 180' CF 200' RF 195'
Porter Field (6)
- Lights Available
- Dimensions: LF 325' CF 350' RF 300'
Don Roberts Field (7)
- Dimensions: LF 255' CF 260' RF 245'

No Dogs Allowed
On Playing Fields

Arroyo Grande Recreation Services
1221 Ash St.
Arroyo Grande, CA
93420
(805) 473-5474
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